Leather

Poetry

artam

The Experimental College
sill hold a class in Handcrafted Leather from 7-9
p.m. in Ed. 348. The class
teaches the use of leathermaking tools, and the making of everything from purses to clothes.

’the Black Studies Department is sponsoring a poetry
read -iii this afternoon at 2 in
the Guadalupe Room of the
College (.111011. Poems still be
contributed b) the Church of
Poetic Expression and the
Pan-African Student Association.
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Students Greet Bunzel
With Amnesty Demand

PEACEFUL PROTESTWhile waiting to hear the response
of SJS President John H. Bunzel to three demands they had
made concerning Thursday’s violence, about 400 demon-

strators outside of Tower Hall listened to several speakers.
This one from San Jose City College Radical Action
Movement, spoke on "the repression at SJCC."
Daily photo by Steve Marley

By LANCE FREDERIKSEN
Daily Political Writer
Some 400 protesters converged upon
Tower Hall at noon Friday to demand
amnesty for the 13 persons arrested in
Thursday’s demonstration against war
related recruiting.
The protesters assembled outside the
west entrance of the Hall, where the
office of SJS President John H. Bunzel
is located. The crowd sat down and
handed a bullhorn to those who wanted
to speak, while a delegation of spokesmen went inside for a meeting ...ith
Pres. Bunzel.
After about an hour, a march was led
through the building, where a window
was broken. Protesters continued to the
College Union, scene of Thursday’s
disturbances.
The demonstrators then went up the
stairway and peacefully picketed along
the walkway of the upper level of the
Union. Campus security police did not
try to halt the protesters.
The demonstrators came to Tower
Hall to present Pres. Bunzel with three
demands:

Survival Workshops Postponed

Left Conference Begins
By CRAIG SCOTT
Daily Staff Writer
Due to much "organizational hassling" and the lack of a sponsor, the
afternoon workshops for the Conference on Political, Economic, and Social Survival have been postponed.

"We didn’t have enough people working on the conference as of Thursday to
convince any campus organization that
the conference would be worth sponsoring," stated Mark Roest, a member
of the steering committee for the conference.

Langan Deplores Use
Of Off-Campus Police
"The campus should have been
allowed to handle the situation itself,"
said A.S. President Bill Langan, "when
the Tac Squad came on campus, an
incident was inevitable."
Langan emphasized that police, who
came on campus to quell Thursday’s
disturbance by people demonstrating
against on-campus recruiters, came on

SJS Faculty
To Discuss
Kurzweil
The Academic Council will consider a
letter from the School Committee of
Faculty and Staff Affairs during today’s meeting in LN 629 at 2 p.m.
The committee is greatly disturbed
by the reports in the news media concerning the Kurzweil case.
According to the committee letter,
the reports on Dr. Kurzweil show that
he failed to provide evidence of
scholarly publication and of membership in a professional society. These
seem strange objections for Chancellor
Glenn S. Dumke, the letter said, since
he has often stated his position that
teaching should be the primary consideration in the state colleges.
The committee proposed that Dr.
Dumke should be asked by Dr. John
Bunzel, SJS president, and by the Academic Council to clarify his position.
Also during today’s meeting the instruction and research committee will
move that SJS will neither invite nor
accept further applications for
creative-research leaves until there is a
commitment if funds.
The funds the committee is referring
to are those provided by the state legislature. The committee realizes that because of many proposed cuts in the budget, funds are very limited and creative-research leaves would not be
possible at this time.
The liaison committee will discuss its
efforts to get faculty support for
changes in the proposed budget. The
committee hopes to unify some of the
faculty in order to change legislators’
views on the budget.
Academic Council meetings are open
to the public.

campus through their own decision. He
said an investigation will be made as to
why police were called, but technically
the administration has no say as to
when police do or do not come on campus.
"We were trying to keep it cool in the
beginning," said Langan, "and it
appeared that we would have kept it
cool if campus security had been left to
take care of it themselves. The campus
could have handled the situation itself
and trouble could have been kept to a
minimum.
"Today, we only had the one officer
minimum and everything was kept in
hand by our own people."
He said the A.S. would not ask for
amnesty for those arrested since it has
no jurisdiction or authority whatsoever.
"We want to keep an open campus,"
said Langan repeatedly. "Students
about to graduate have a right to talk to
potential employers.
"The campus should continue to see
that all views are represented and nobody has the right to force the exclusion
of any group."
"I think people who have a commitment against the war," Langan continued, "will recognize that it doesn’t
involve job recruitment."
Langan said that Mike Buckley, A.S.
treasurer, was working on a possible
referendum to put on the spring ballot
allowing the students to vote on
whether to continue the on-campus recruiting program.
"I think the students will make the
right decision," commented Langan,
"just as those who felt the ROTC program should continue on-campus voted
accordingly in the last election."
Langan hopes Thursday’s violence
will not have too negative an influence
on voters who are still considering
whether or not to oppose the governor’s
proposed education budget cutbacks.
"We’re going to emphasize that out of
the total enrollment at SJS, only a
handful of people were arrested, and
not all of those arrested were students," said Langan. "We don’t want
the community to get the wrong impression, so we’ll have to work harder
to keep them informed so we don’t lose
too much momentum in our campaign.
-in the future," injected I.angan,
"people who want to help us avoid such
trouble would help the most by simply
not hanging around as observers. They
only add to the crowd and increase the
possibility of having an incident. Too
many bystanders become involved by
having their bodies in the wrong plait
at the wrong time."

The conference is now being sponsored by the Students for Peace and
Freedom at SJS, and will include all the
evening programs that were originally
planned, as well as the workshop on
legal aid.
Thursday afternoon the College
Union Board of Directors met, and required the conference to have a sponsor
by 3 p.m.
ACcording to Roest, they were unable
to get sponsorship without dropping the
afternoon workshops because "not only
would the new sponsor have to assume
all financial responsibility, they would
have to make all the decisions regarding the conference."
The conference was initally sponsored by the Student Community Involvement Program ( SCIP ), but they

revoked sponsorship almost two weeks
ago because of differences on what
ideas the conference should include.
SC1P was in favor of having all
factions of the left participate in the
conference, such as liberals and
possibly moderates, while the steering
committee thought only radicals should
run it because "we don’t want the conference to turn into a big debate."
The new program opens tomorrow
night with a panel discussion on "The
Road to Socialism". It will start in the
(.U. Umunhum Room at 7:30 and will
include James O’Connor, a Marxist
economist and Bettina Aptheker, an adnutted Communist and a leader in the
Berkeley Free Speech Movement.
On Wednesday at the same time, the
film -To Die in Madrid,- will be shown.

Drop the charges against the 13
arrested, and keep city police off
campus.
Repeal a section of Title Five and
its counterpart penal code section 626.4.
End campus complicity with the
war.
Pres. Bunzel declined to speak with
the gathering, but invited a delegation
of the protesters into a conference room
to discuss the situation. Eight of the
demonstrators attended the meeting
between Bunzel and 16 others.
President Bunzel responded to all the
demands but refused to comply with
them.
"I talked to San Jose Police Chief
Ray Blackmore, and he told me that the
matter was no longer in my hands. Because the arrested were charged with
felonies, I can not dismiss the proceedings," said Dr. Bunzel.
He added, "The city police I who were
recruits, not San Jose Tactical Squad
members) would not have been called if
you hadn’t attempted to disrupt the recruiters."
On the second demand, about the
issuance of letters which require individuals to remain off campus for two
weeks, Dr. Bunzel explained:
"The letters are fair. I don’t spend
my whole time sitting up in my office
dreaming up who I should send them
to."
Pres. Bunzel reaffirmed his position
that an open campus is desirable and
that "the recruiters should be allowed
to remain."
The representatives of the demonstrators disagreed that the president
did not have the power to pardon the
students. They pointed to the arrest of
five persons on Fifth Street last year
after a demonstration against the Cambodian invasion.
"They got off last year, and they
could get off now," said Ted James, San
Jose Liberation Front chairman and
organizer of Friday’s protest. The only
reason there was any trouble Thursday
was that the police were there," added
James.
Pres. Bunzel agreed that, "The
campus is not the natural habitat for
the police."
He asserted, however, "When I am
away, as yesterday, the question of
calling in outside help is left to Chief
Quinton and San Jose Deputy Police

Chief Ross Donald."
"I think the decision Thursday was a
big mistake. It was not well thought
out," said Mohamed Hassen, Arabian
student leader.
The discussion ended when the
protesters outside decided to come in
and "join the discussion."
They poured into Tower Hall and
urged Dr. Bunzel to make a statement.
The protesters were unsuccessful in
their request and received no statement
from the president. They snaked their
way through Tower Hall and across the
campus to the College Union.
The demonstrators reached the
Union some 400 strong and proceeded to
peacefully picket the recruiters in an
effort to demonstrate that they could
picket without incident.
"If we can show the people that we
only wanted to protest outside and not
disrupt the re" ruiters, then they will
realize that the police are the cause of
the violence," said Richard Ferry,
SJI.F member.

Large Bail
Amassed By
13 Arrests

Well over 640,000 in bail and 35
seperate charges have been lodged
against the 13 arrested during Thursday’s confrontation between police and
students.
Paul O’Neal, who was released
Thursday night on $1,250 bail, and
Brian Hickey, who was released on his
own recognizance on the condition that
he wouldn’t return to campus until
today, are both charged with the same
offenses. They are battery on an
officer, battery, resibting arrest, and
disturbing the peace of the campus.
Thom Hoffar, who was also released
Thursday night on $2,500 bail, is
charged with assault.
Mike Handly, 17, was in Juvenile Hall
as of Friday night and no information
was available on him.
Those still in jail, their bail and their
charges are as follows:
Continued to Page 3.

Kurzweil Tells Protesters
Militancy Not Violence’
II

BARBARA EVANS
Daily Political Writer
While 10 of their "brothers and sisters" remained in jail approximately
400 members of the SJS community sat
in front of Morris Dailey Auditorium
Friday waiting for President John H.
Bunzel to reply to three demands they
made.
The sit-in followed an informational
rally on the College Union patio
concerning the incidents which led to
the 13 arrests and five injuries in
Thursday’s violent confrontation
between students and security guards,
city police, and plainclothes officers.
The three demands were: Amnesty
for the 13 persons arrested during
Thursday’s violence, an end to on -campus recruiting, and no more off-campus
police on campus. Dr. Bunzel later refused all demands.
While representatives of the group
were in President Bunzel’s office, a
guerrilla theater and several speakers
filled in the time.
Professor Jack Kurzweil of the Engineering Department stood on the
steps of Morris Dailey and spoke to the
crowd which stretched from the steps of
the auditorium to the walkway in front
of the Science building.
According to Dr. Kurzweil, the fact
that a militant demonstration is occurring on campus doesn’t mean that there
has to be violence. He contended, however, that the administration always
considers militancy violence.
"The administration here has indicated what kind of violence that it is
for," he said. "They’re for the type of
violence where police beat up peaceful
protesters."
Dr. Kurzweil maintained that Thursday’s demonstration was peaceful until
the police were called on campus. He
also stressed his belief that war -related
recruiting has no place on campus.
"While the violence of Standard Oil is
against the people, it is somewhat of an
"But for
abstract idea for us," he
the people of Iran, or the ()eople of

Indonesia, and for the birds of San
Francisco, the violence of Standard Oil
is not abstract. As far as I’m
concerned, Standard Oil incites to riot
and should get a letter from Bunzel
banning it from campus."
Dr. Kurzweil drew an analogy between the campuses of Germany from
1941 to 1945 and the campuses of today.
If, he asked, you were a student then,
and I.G. Farben, the company that produced the gas for the gas ovens used to

kill the Jews, came on campus recruiting, what would have been the appropriate action?
"What should you have done?" he
wanted to know. "What’s the difference
between gas ovens and napalm?"
Before Dr. Kurzweil spoke, a
guerrilla theater was given by several
students. It depicted Dr. Bunzel, industrial recruiters, and Security Chief
Earnest Quinton as being in league
against peaceful protesters.

FREEDOM NOWTed James, San Jose Liberation Front
chairman, urged listeners to pledge support for their brothers and sisters that had been arrested. The rally in the

The bullhorn used by the speakers
was then opened up for anyone to use. A
motion was made that since Dr. Bunzel
wouldn’t come out and speak to the
assembly, the group should go in and
talk to him in his office.
This was passed unanimously and the
crowd arose and marched through the
big double doors of Morris Dailey
where they were given the disappointing news that Dr. Bunzel had refused all
three demands.

College Union path’ drew about 400 onlookers. At least nine of
the 13 arrested Thursday are still in jail. Rail for those
remaining exceeds $40,000.
Daily photo by Steve Marley
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Editorials

No Need For It
ve people ht rt and 13 arrested. Rampaging students and overreacting
police. There was absolutely no need for any of it to happen.
What exploded at SJS Thursday and Friday is part of a sickening re-occurring pattern. Students demonstrate, police make a show of force and dissidents, so enraged over the presence of police, become embroiled in violence.
Police Thursday should not have been called to shepherd a peaceful rally.
When anti -recruitment pickets moved up the College Union stairs to the door
step of Standard Oil recruiters, they were acting within reason. When they told
of their plan to simply stand outside the room where recruitment was being
conducted, they were again within their rights. But someone with a magic
telephone and a fear to stop something that hadn’t even started called in the
troops.
That was the hastily made decision that turned the protest sour.
An absurd request by A.S. President Bill Langan for demonstrators to dispurse and elect a negotiating team drew an appropriate reactionit was
ignored. Langan failed to realize he was dealing with serious people. More
level headed, however, was Langan’s urging Friday that police be kept off
campus.
Thursday we saw, as we have witnessed too many times before, how police
presence ignites violence rather than quashing possible lawlessness.
The situation in America has deteriorated to such a stage that protesters
and police are unable to restrain their mutual hatred. Thursday is a case in
point.
When San Jose Deputy Chief Ross Donald ordered 40 uniformed police on
campus, violence broke out. Several officers were assualted, and others were
pelted with rocks.
Although their presence was an open invitation to violence, the rock throwing was nevertheless entirely disgusting. Claims that students were "defending themselves" is no excuse for inflicting injury.
Similarly, sporting a police uniform is no justification for emotional
outbrusts of head beating. Many officers failed to notice that students would
have willingly moved if they had only been asked. A billy club over the head is
rarely conducive to achieving student cooperation.
Rather, the sight of a protester getting cracked serves as a catalyst for more
-violence. Police have got to learn that the club is best used as-a last resort.
And why do police continue to take pictures of SJS radicals? By now they
must have a full gallery on SJLF member Chris Menchine alone. Why they
need a replica of every pose from power to the people to radicals brandishing
obscene gestures is beyond understanding.
Campus security people can keep tabs on all activity without intimidating
peaceful protests with unconcealed cameras. Compiling evidence at violent
demonstrations by recording illegal deeds on film is fine. But when a camera
is wielded as a scare tactic a line must be drawn.
Another line must be decided in regard to who has the power to summon
Police to campus. There is no excuse for entrusting this decision-making
power to a member of the San Jose Police Department. Such was the case
Thursday when Deputy Chief Donald erred in bringing police on campus.
We maintain that the responsibility for making such a potentially disastrous
decision should rest with the administration and the campus security police.
Never should one man unaffiliated with the college be charged with such
power.
We urge the administration to be more liberal in decisions involving the presence of police. We ask the police to use their brains before wielding their
clubs. And we expect the demonstrators to keep their heads in the struggle
while leaving their hands off of rocks.

Staff Comment

Students in Decision -Making
By RELDA ADLER
Perhaps one of the most crucial issues
facing the American public beside the
Vietnam War is violence on campuses.
It is related to the middle class
concern for ’Law and Order.- The issue
which now confronts administrators is
how to establish this order.
I would suggest complete representation of all facets of the student body in
the decision-making process. Today, in
the educational hierarchy, this decision.
makingprocess is carried on by the
Board of Trustees.
Many questions are raised concerning
the ability of these men.
Most trustees ore probably intelligent,
hard-work ing men dedicated to the
welfare of the educational institution.
But, in an age when new demands are
being made and controversy rocks campuses, do these men possess the necessary knowledge and understanding?
This issue is now being raised not only
by the New Left but also by the "disaffected students,
Many reservations have been
sounded concerning trustees being
appointed for such long terms.
A study (The Study of College and
tiStODS
Background, Roles
Attitude) by the Educational lesting Service was made in 1969.
The results provide a profile of 5,000
trustees and 500 institutions.
Typically. college and university
trustees are male. white, 50 to 60 years
old well educated, successful, and over
60 per cent are Republican. These are

respected men but extremely limited in
their socio-economic backgrounds.
More important than this, in the contemporary sense, is their attitude
toward academic freedom and decision making.
With the pressure of various interest
groups who threaten to disrupt our
social order, it is necessary for affected
individuals to find ways to vent frustrations.
Since revolutionary times, the cry has
been for representation. But today the
largest number of people affected by the
decisions of the trustees are totally
unrepresented. Those with the power
are detached from the problem.
The college community must decide
within itself which policies are in its best
interests. And in a college, the community is the faculty and students- not
the trustees.
Students must be represented if
violence is to be prevented. Student
representation will not only benefit the
students but also the entire citizenry and
increase common ground of two diver.
gent interests.
The academic community can ill afford
to lose the strength and stability that
traditional Boards of Trustees have
brought to them in the past.
But, in an era of rapid educational
change, it seems clear that these quali
ties need to be supplemented by wider
representation from the academic corn
munity itself.
Students must first be heard in order
to be understood

I

Letters To The Editor

Half-Way Houses; Recruiting
est igat ion"

’In’
Editor,
I think it is interesting that President
Langan made his announcement calling
for an investigation of halfway houses
near campus the day after A.S. Council
voted to hold the recall election. I also
think he has missed the point. The real
guilty parties in this matter are the San
Jose Adult Licensing Bureau, which has
allowed these halfway houses to be licensed the Santa Clara County Board of
Supervisors, which has subsidized them
through the county welfare program,
and the San Jose State College Administration, which has remained silent.
You cannot expect a landlady to do
anything other than to try to maximize
her income. If, for providing room and
board for a month, she can get S90 per
student or 5177 per alcoholic (San Jose
Mercury Feb. 247 1971. p.68), of course
sh’e’ is goin.g. to’ es", ’Ct. the Slucients and
move in alcoholics. Also, alcoholics don t
go home to their parents during the
summer so that if one is sufficiently
aggressive in recruiting tenants, one can
hove a full house all year around.
The article by Cliff Motoi (Friday, Feb.
26, states that Half -way houses were
set up in the campus area after former
boarding houses ... were vacated... ’This
is very misleading. There were 26 girls
living in the Claire -Ellen, at 144 N. 5th
St.. owned by Mrs. Clarissa Gregs and
Mrs. Helen Hayes, during the Spring
semester of 1969. It closed in July 1969
and reopened as Fortunes Inn, a halfway house. There were 51 students
living in Colonial Halls, at 365 and 373 E.
San Fernando St., owned by Mr. and Mrs.
Harold Peterson, during the Spring
semester of 1970. It closed in June of
1970 and reopened as The Lighthouse, a
halfway house. The girl’s building of
Colonial Halls, at least, was not -vacated, There were four girls living in a
room which a building inspector from
the Health Department said could
legally be occupied by only three. There
were 21 girls on the second floor sharing
two toilets and two showers. There were
28 students living in the Halls of Ivy, at

Poetry
C1114’11110
Sleeping giant, lift up your head
to the world.
Your hot covers not only your eyes,
but your ears.
Let this land
settled by our patrons
los conquistadores,
taken from the Indians by these men,
let it tremble
with the demands of our heritage.
Southwest. harsh and lonely,
in your breast the sibyl dwells.
Our land,
conquered by our hands and backs
not only then,
but now.
A harsh. angry. brutal land,
wrenched from natures will.
And you. who writes her tale on leaves,
what lies in store?
Your backs not wet,
not any more.
Its green with mold and envy,
and pitted with the daggers
of suppression
that dig into your very spine.
Inside it swells,
so long denied.
The anger swallowed,
until a tear reveals a rage
that shackles will not hold,
fortunoto velasquez
No. 001009

114 S. 11th St., owned by Mr. and Mrs.
W. C. Hall, when it closed in January of
1971. Twenty of these students had
signed leases until line 1971.
Housing near campus should be available to students. Halfway houses should
be near a hospital, such as the County
Medical Center or Agnew.
Steve Burian
D04528

Correction
EDITORS NOTE: In a Staff Comment
published March 2 in the Daily
(EOP Fees), the writer mentioned a
special EOP class where all 70 students received A’s. The class referred to, Economics of Racial Discrimination, is not a special EOP
class and was taught in the spring
of 1968 before the inception of the
EOP prograth: The origtoil incorrect information was obtained
through a professor from the Economics Department. The only special EOP classes are offered
through the English Department.

Co mmendat ion
Editor:
I would like to commend the members
of San Jose Liberation Front for staging
what I considered to be an extremely
successful rally and demonstration
against war -related recruiting on
campus. The rally, held lost Friday, was
in sharp contrast to the violence that
occurred on Thursday, and that can be
credited to the absence of police. Essentially the actions of the Liberation Front
were the same on both days, and that
fact should be pointed out again, and
again, and again.
But now that the recruiters are gone,
where does last week’s action leave us?
Thirteen people have bee., arre...ted, and
as I write this 12 of them are still in jail
on charges that to all appearances are
trumped up. The recruiters are scheduled to come again, and no specific
guidelines seem to exist concerning the
control of police on campus and who is
responsible for their actions. The use of
plainclothes police on campus should be
stopped, it seems to us. Anonymity is
being used as license for instigation.
Concerning war-related recruiting on
campus, the students on this campus
should set down a mandate, through a
referendum held in the near future, and
the administration should act to carry
out the terms of that mandate. A month
seems like sufficient time to properly
inform the student body on the issue
before they vote. Student Council
should set the date for the referendum,
define war-related recruiting from testimony, and list those corporations which
have and which intend to recruit here
which fall within the definition of war related recruiters.
Finally, Student Council should
appoint a committee to investigate the
arrests, and to propose appropriate
action to the student body, concerning
those arrests, following that investigation. The investigation should be initiated this Wednesday or before if possible. and the report and proposal made
to the student body by Wednesday of the
following week. If council concludes
from its investigation that charges
should be dropped for some or all of
those arrested, and the charges are not
dropped, council should assume leadership of the student body and propose
action.
Sincerely,
William P. Becker
Carl Foster

One of the greatest political victories
ever scored at San Jose State last year
by Chicanos was placing six of their
people in SJS student government. (Four
in studEnt council and two in academic
council).
They formed the Progressive Student
Coalition (PSC), distributed leaflets, had
a campus rally and barbeque and submitted 15 Chicano candidates from
which students could choose.
If one can recall, last year had a
record of 61 candidates running for student government. Considering the odds,
Chicanos made a favorable impression
when they got in six PSC people.
This is not bad for a people who are
considered "politically apathetic" by this
society. What very few Anglo-Americans
realize is that Mexican people and Latin
American students in general are considered great students of political
thought internationally.
Why was the PSC so successful? First
of all the people in PSC did a lot of work.
The PSC advocated Student Council unity
and leadership more cultural events,
more symposiums to educate the community and widen communication between students.
The PSC also emphasized working for
students with little or no voice in student
government. But why is student government important to the Chicano?
Student government, for example,
makes many decisions about EOP Chicano programs, cu.tural programs and
events.
In the past Student Council Chicanos
were able to allocate money throug1:
council for the Semana Chicano (Chicano
Week), Chicano breakfast programs for
the East Side and Chicano symposiums.
Also, by having Chicanos in Student
Council, they are able to submit grievances. For example, last week the
Young Americans for Freedom printed a
-racist" article about Chicanos. Mauro
Chavez, PSC student council mEmber,
submitted to council a recommendation
asking that the official recognition of
YAF be denied, and its right to use
campus facilities taken away from them.
The resolution passed. This only would
have been possible by having Chicanos
in student government.
Looking back on the night of elections,
Chicanos got together at Juan Antu’s
house, anticipating the outcome of the
election. There was a lot of carnolismo
and almost everyone knew that it was
now or never. The news came in on the
radio: Nick de la Torre, Mauro Chavez
Juan Antu, Helen Najera, Susan Helmer, Carlos Averhoff. The winners.
There was singing, gritos, laughter
and well deserved pats. It was a great
victory for the Chicano students of SJS;
but most important, of all, it was the
greatest victory for our people.

EDITOR’S NOTE: The Letters to the Editor
section of the editorial page offers students and faculty a chance to express
their views on campus, local,national or
international issues. Space is allowed to
encourage written debate on such current affairs. Contributions to Letters to
the Editor must not exceed 250 words,
must be typewritten, double spaced
within 40 -space margins and properly
signed with the writer’s name and
faculty or ASB number. The Daily will not
print letters which are libelous, in poor
taste or include a personal attack. The
editor reserves the right to edit or cut
letters to conform to space limitations
and to cease publication of letters dealing with subjects he believes have been
exhausted.
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Ecologists Scan CU
For Waste Items

Scot’s Traditions
Are Kept Alive

Swarming through the College Union bookstore last Thursday. Members of Eco-Rap, an informal environmental discussion group, strived to find unecological items and discuss
the improvements needed.
Stopping at a janitor’s cart in the entrance John Stanley,
environmental studies professor, found "a multitude of
unused stamps, paper towels, and Spartan Dailies - a real
waste.
"The paper towels could easily be piled into a box, dried,
and reused rather than cut down another tree," Rich Ross, a
SJS student said. Unfortunately, mankind has developed an
inherent problem of being wasteful and destructive, according to Stanley.
Huge displays including an "encyclopedia vending machine" were found in the aisles, in which one could place a
coupon into a giant box and receive something. -Another tree
cut down for advertising gimmicks," Ross added.
Candy Clark, a junior history student pointed out that
many notebooks were covered with an unneeded plastic
cover - "a waste of petroleum products," she added.
Slightly used carbon paper and writing paper were found in
many garbage cans. "Collect them and put them up for sale
to students - carbon paper is surely good for more than one
useage," Stanley stated.
Ecology-minded Eco-Rap left the bookstore after 10
minutes to decide on an answer to the store’s problem. Meeting in the Pacifica Room, a unanimous decision was made to
organize a "student committee to screen products." According to Stanley the group will inspect all products in the C.U.
TRADITION LIVESDenton Crotchett, senior civil engiand either give their stamp of approval or deny it.
neering major, is a member of the Black Raven Pipe Band of
Such things as the "Chinafoam" plates and cups in the
cafeteria would have to go, and as Ross puts it, "break the San Francisco. Playing bagpipes is the main hobby of the 25member group which has won awards for its performances
styrofoam plates and build an oil derrick out of them, and
throughout California. The Black Raven Pipe Band takes
burn the thing in effigy."
pride in keeping alive the traditional music of Scotland.
Elevator use would be allowed only for disabled students
Daily photo by Tim Tittle
and carrying large loads, to "prevent some of the huge drain
of electricity," according to Clark.
"Doing it the ecological way is cheaper, though it may cost
more initially," Stanley stated and with that statement the
group left, in anticipation for next week’s Eco-Rap.

There are two reasons you
would recognize Denton
Crotchett, senior civil
engineering major, and his
peers, if you saw them walking down the streets of
Ripon, Rio Vista, San Francisco, Corte Madera, Larkspur, Santa Clara, Seaside or
San Jose.
First, they would all be
wearing colorful black,
green and blue skirts.
Second, they would be
blowing rather forcefully
into a bag which has sticking
out of it a series of drones.
If the first two peculiarities do not attract you, the
music undoubtedly will.
Crotchett and his 24 fellow
musicians make up the
Black Raven Pipe Band of
San Francisco. Their hobby
is playing bagpipes for conventions and in parades
throughout California.
Crotchett said any money
made from the ventures (the
Black Ravens are usually
paid off in trophies) goes into
the band treasury and pays
for the Scottish uniforms.
The kilts and bagpipes in the
band are worth more than
$9,000, according to Denton.

Denton learned the art of
bagpiping from his uncle
who played in a group with a
similar expertise to the
Black Ravens.
Crotehett practices for two
hours every other day’. -It

Spartaguide
TODAY
SJS Demo Coalition, 12
noon, C.U.
Umunhum.
Speaker is George Brown,
Linguistics Program Colloquium, 9 a.m., C.U. Alma-

Bail Set
Continued from Page 1.
Werner Becker, $5,000
bail; battery on an officer
battery, resisting arrest, and
disturbing the peace of the
campus.
John BoIsom, $5,000
bail; battery on an officer,
battery, resisting arrest, disturbing the peace of the
campus, and assault.
Richard Ickes, $5,000;
battery on an officer, battery, resisting arrest, and
disturbing the peace of the
campus.
Craig Shubert, $5,000;
battery on an officer, and
resisting arrest.
Dare11 (Gino) Varadan,
$5,000; battery on an officer,
resisting arrest, assault with
a deadly weapon, and trespassing.
Karen Sue Bowman, no
confirmed bail; assault on
an officer.
Margie Drake, no confirmed bail; assault on an
officer.
Martin Linguist, $2,000;
battery on an officer, resisting arrest, disturbing the
peace, and assault and
battery.
Danny Rico, $2,000; battery on an officer, battery,
resisting arrest, disturbing
the peace of the campus, and
assault with a deadly
weapon.

den. Michael R. Nicholas
speaks on black English.
TOMORROW
Bus. 196 Honors Course, 2
p.m., LC 307, Larry Fordyce,
president of San Jose real
estate board speaks on "How
to buy your first house."
Public Relations Students
Society of America, 7:30
p.m., 200 Kimble Ave., Los
Gatos. Maps to the location
may be obtained in the JC
office.
Spartan Orioeei, 3:30 p.m.,
C.U. Almaden. General
meeting to discuss up-corning events.
O.T. Club, 4 p.m., H-101.
Video tape on therapeutic
techniques for mentally retarded patients and physically disabled crib cases.
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pick-up.

precis:on

And

tune-ups

are but a part of our
complete

auto

serv-

ices. If your car needs
help ... you need us.

SILVA
SERVICE

Next

Late for class?
We’ll park it for you’

78 So. 4th,
San lose

Next to new -Burger Chef’

BEER
40 it Pitcr-er

playing for four years. In
that time I have learned to
Ignore those who whistle
vitile we march."

Peace Corps
681 Market St.

San Francisco, Ca. 94105
556-8400

to

wita
goi.ng to-

EUROPE_
Yam/
roaarso trip

rcorn

s./la.
$299

Contact:
SUSI BIRDWELL
COLLEGE UNION BLGD
CALL 408/ 287 8240

in June and July.

Peace Corps Representat$v,
on campus March 8, 9,
and 10
in front of Student Union.

Associated
Students
aailable only To CSC student,
faculty R. staff. & fanuily

eittistanancia
nalutai
loads

now

IF/

.04’.

Openitt4
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The harder she tried.

the worse it
wife still
month
married
We’d beenmy
hamburger. I was sick and tired of

couldn’t cook a decent
botched-up hamburgers to 30 consecutive Flights. i was on
the brink for despair until a friend recommended I try
PHIL’S EAT and RUN on E. Williams Street. Now my wife
is free to experiment with other kinds of house work because when I want good food t can always go to Phil’s.
(True-to-life testimonial No 1734-EO

PHIL’S EAT and RUN
460 E. William St.

Mon.-Thurs.

Fri. & Sat.
11 a.m.-1 a.m.
Sun. 11 a.m.-8 p.m.

11 a.m.-2 a.m.

’JUICE & SNACK BAR

VITAMINS & MINERALS
ORGANIC PRODUCE & GRAINS
FRESH ORANGE, CARROT, AND APPLE JUICE
GINSENG

10-20% OFF
35 S.

OPEN 9 AM RPM MON FRI
SAT 10AM 8PM,SUN 10 AM 5PM

4th

287-5410

We-accept 10434 stamps

Moderne Drug
Thurs. Eve.

elmit

is114’)

rititeeit
1144."
Although it’s important to
know the facts about diamonds,
you certainly don’t have to be an
expert to choose a Keepsake Diamond Ring. . because Keepsake
guarantees a diamond of fine white
color, correct cut and perfect clarity or replacement assured. The famous Keepsake cerrificate provides
permanent registration, trade-in
value and protection against loss
of diamonds from the setting.

CUT: The cut of a diamondthe
facets placed on it by a trained
cutterbrings out the gem’s fire
and brilliance. Anything less than
correct cut reduces beauty. brilliance and value.
CLARITY: Determined by the absence of small impurities. A perfect diamond has no impurities
when examined under ten power
magnification by a trained eye.
CARAT: A diamond’s sire is
measured in carats. As a diamond
increases in site, its price will
inctease men more if the quality
remains constant, But larger dia.
monds of inferior quality may ad
(tally be not th less than smaller,
perfect diamonds.

You, krupsakr JeRcler ha,
a complete injection of new style,
IleX in the Yellow Pages under
-jewelers." Or. dial free day or
night long distance 800.243.6000
In Connecticut, call 000-942-0635.

KfasapsEckca
EEEEE

DPAYOKID

"I was a nobody.
An educated pauper
with a lot to say but
no money to spend.
Why me, I thought?
Why shouldn’t I experience
some of life’s finer moments?
Why can’t! attend
Clint Eastwood film festivals?
Why can’t! afford a pepperoni pizza?
What I needed was a way to earn
good money while I go to school
Then I discovered the American
Campus Sales Associates.
They changed my life.
Now I earn cash while I attend
school. I represent a nationally
advertised line of diamond
engagement and wedding rings.
American Campus Sales Associates
supplies me with all the materials,
sales aides and samples that I need... for free.
It takes very little of my time. All I do
is show the rings around
campus and collect the big commission.
Great job! Now, I have a famous name
to talk about, a star to hitch my wagon to
and a beautiful, beautiful outlook on life.
Thank you, American Campus
Sales Associates."

/
AMERICAN
\
%. CAMPUS
/rt SALES ASSOCIATES
11150 NE Weidler. Portland, Oregon 9722()
,nremmAN
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Barbados, Antigua, St. Kitts. and Grenada have asked
Peace Corps for Volunteers with degrees in Secon
dary Education to work in teacher training colleges
in the Eastern Caribbean. Senegal, Togo, Niger, Chad
and Ivory Coast need French-speaking 12 years college training) English teachers. Peru, Colombia, and
Malaysia need Volunteers with degrees in Business
or Economics to aid in cooperative development.
Math and Science majors are needed to teach in secon
dary schools in Africa and the Phillippines. Many assignments are open in Brazil, Honduras and Jamaica
which call for Liberal Arts majors.

for programs beginning

Pepsi 69(

DRAFT

Open Mon.&

HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING
Send new 20 pg. booklet. "Planning Your Engagement and Wedding"
plus full color folder and 44 pg. Bride’s Book gift offer all for only 2Se.
S-7I
Na-

PARKING

cot" slew &

Al SAT/ILft GATE

COLOR: tine white diamond, are
quite rare and valued accordingly.
Other shades in relative order of
their worth are blue, yellow,
brown and black.

faster

takes seven years to be a
competent player. I’ve beer:

11 So. 2nd St.

You’ve dreamed about your
diamond cripgement ring a thou.
sand times. But now that you
know it’s for keeps, it’s time to
stop dreaming and start learning
about diamonds and their value.
Because no two diamonds
are exactly alike. jewelers have
adopted exacting standards to de.
termine the relative value of each
and every diamond in the world.
These standards include a die
mond’s sire (carat weight), color,
cut and clarity.

NOW!

quick

1 Will this .id
Special hamburger
sandwich, french fries,

What you should know about diamonds
when you know it’s for keeps

TUNE IT UP

Get

Buy Si Fish & Chips
end get One FREE

If

VAUGHN

New Spring Arrivals

FISH ’N CHIPS
17 Last Santa Clara Si
.
!

Education, Math, Science, Business
Economics, Liberal Arts

Waterbed
Showcased

The fact and fancy behind
the current waterbed craze
will be showcased tonight at
9:30 p.m. on "Update." The
television show, which features the SJS campus and
community, will be aired at
9:30 p.m. on KTEH, Channel
54.

SCOTLAND

PEACE CORPS
JUNE GRADS
HAS AN OVERSEAS
ASSIGNMENT FOR YOU

Apply now
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If you, dear reader,
would like to earn healthy I
commissions (money) while you attend school, just fill in the coupon and mail it right away.
We’re looking for someone to represent us on this campus.

SENIOR Gnu!, .
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"A filthy, good humored,
crass something -or -

Impressive Marks Set

Tracksters Open Strong
SJS Net Team
Rips Hayward
The Spartans dominance
The SJS tennis team is
getting kind of partial to the was so complete, Hayward
was able to win just one set
of 9-0.
For the second day in a for the entire afternoon.
Terry Moor, a freshman
row, coach Butch Krikorian’s team whitewashed lefty, again played in the
an opponent, this one, Cal number one spot and deState Hayward in tennis feated his opponent, Kirk
action last Thursday at Hay- Bassler, 6-2, 6-2. Moor and
Andy Moffat teamed up for
ward.
In running their season the Spartan number one
match play record to 3-0, the doubles team and was able to
netters achieved almost win in three sets, 6-3, 2-6, 6-0,
complete dominance over over Bassler and Sal Javier.
Other wins posted by the
their foes.
As in the Spartan win the Spartans were Rock Fitz previous day against Santa Patrick over Javier, 6-1, 6-3;
Clara, Krikorian rested his Moffat over Rich Bernard, 6number one and three men, 4,6-1; Robbie Wheatley over
Carlos Kirmayr and Hank Jim ’,utter, 6-0 in straight
Lloyd, and saw Terry Rod- sets.
Rodgers whipped Roy
gers and Jan Young win in
convincing style as replace- Scheingard, 6-3, 6-4, and
Young completed the singles
ments.
Rodgers and Young, nor- win with a 6-1, 6-1 triumph
mally in the number seven over Frank Quakenbush.
In doubles, Fitzpatrick and
and eight men, won both
their matches in straight Wheatley won out over Bersets, and eight men, won nard-Lutter 6-3, 6-4.
Tomorrow afternoon, the
both their matches in
straight sets, then teamed netters continue their curtogether as the third doubles rent road swing with a match
team and won again in against San Francisco State
at 2:30.
straight sets, 6-3, 6-4.

By JOHN MURPHY
Daily Sports Editor
Encouraging could be the
term given to sum up the
action at Bud Winter Field
Saturday. A good turnout
saw the Spartan track team
easily dominate a meet with
Sacramento State, Cal State
Hayward and UC Davis.
Although some of the top
names for SJS did not
compete, there were no real
disappointments as the fans
saw the Spartan field events
come through with some
very good marks.
The meet, an early indicator of what kind of shape
the tracksters are in, saw
&IS take first in nine of
the 17 events.
biggest
the
Perhaps
brightspot was the discus.
Gary O’Sullivan won the
event with a toss of 174-6,2
while Greg Born and Tom
Wilson had their lifetime
bests of 170-9 and 167-6 for
second and third places.
BLACK IMPRESSES
Another highlight of the
meet was the 880 which saw
SJS miler Buck Black win
with a very strong early
season time of 1:52.8. Black
was followed by teammate
Lee Marshall who finished at
1:53.9.
Next
Saturday
against UC Berkeley Black
will probably be running the
mile while Marshall will stay
in the 880.
In the 440, Elmo Dees
_

EuropeAll in One Book!
SOFA oublieries the onfy 55,002,1
triurel book living Furoofeen Swam
Chang, Flight. car oleos, student
tours.
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(Over, 200 coosiel
Pew sore. Please sane
sTss Official Mode. TIVIOI osier
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Regular
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10th & Taylor
6th & Keyes
4th & Williams
Prices subject to
Change without notice
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75C off
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Or
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SPRING FABRIC SAVINGS

DINGUS

MACsEE"
starring

Frank

Sinatra

NAME BRAND
POLYESTERS

NEW PRICE POLICY
MON

THRU

THUR

ALL SEATS - $1.00

PIN WHALE CORDEROY
89C
100%BONDED ORLON
Reg. up to $4
$1.89
100% WOOL
Reg. $1.79

and Alec Guinness
ehe

a o

SPRING YARN DYED POLYESTERS
$2.00 off reg. price

a.m. Mon.-Fri.

HALF PRICE TABLE SALE
Plus additional 10%

h

331
3020

cAllAssLt.

Barbra Streisand and
George Segal in

ID

’THE OWL anu

cAAOSALL

t

.1<e. e_t_ 1

THE PUSSYCAT"
SO &Asc....

Ill

PRUNEYARD

3020
et

Nominated fur 4 Oscars

Choose the MatchlesS beauty
of perfectly Matched Keepsake
wedding rings You’ll love the
Swinging new styles in Out
Keepsake Collection

FIVE EASY PIECES’
with Jack Nicholson

cSc4nittglian

ciASSASSI.I. It SO

PRUNEYARD

371
3020

Dvan Cannon Richard Crenna in

lecticie7.1
110

Hacienda Gardens
Shopping Center

"DOCTORS’ WIVES"
Plus
"LOVING"
/-

/.

REGENCY
c,.n.

246
7181

You gals who like quality clothes , but
can’t afford them while going to
school, come .n to Elanor’s Discount
Fashions of Los Gatos You won’t
believe the lovely "name brand"
clothes for so little money 720 Univer
Sity Ave Los Gatos (between Lark
Ave & Blossom Hill Rd 1 3564839 or
256 6314 open 10 a m. to 6 p.m.
(Sundays kV/
FRIDAY FLICK "Hell in the Pacific"
7 & 10 PM Morris Dailey Aud
WHO ARE THE HUMANISTS? A free
Public meeting discussing humanism
and the Organized humanist move
the
be presented Sr
ment. will
HUMANIST COMMUNITY OF SAN
JOSE. Fri 12 Mar 8 pm at 738 N 2nd
Si Call 5017 for more information
AU7O/801M

2

San Jose

Nominated for 3 Oscars

Phone 265-0464

"I NEVER SANG
FOR MY FATHER’
starring Melvin Douglas

Tom & Jerry’s Fish & Chips
presents:
*SPARTAN NITE*
.CMon. and Tues. )
all you can eat
$1.09

The Satisfaction of
Self -Defense
6 wk course in Self -Defense for
Men and Women
Techniques inc lode K AR ATE
KUNG FU
JUJITSU
Class meets Wed. 7-8:15 pm
Starts March 10
Total cost..$18

FOR SALE
4 65613 Snow & Mud
Tires Good Coed Call Dan at 948 9308
540 for set
Functional Transportation ready to
transport 1961 Comet 4 Or Sedan S100
327 6160
1967 PLYMOUTH GTX - "HEMI"
ENGINE. 4 sp. Mao, 20,000 rnileS
IMMACULATE. MUST SELL NM
588 7079
’66 Pontiac Lenten% exc.
throughout Metallic blue
Only 5699 Call 374 3265

.111

SELECT HAWAIIAN PRINT
100%

Acrylic -Reg. $3.00 only $4

10% DISCOUNT WITH STUDENT BODY CARD
OPEN MONDAY THURSDAY, FRIDAY
TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY, SATURDAY
OPEN SUNDAY

a

U.S. SURPLUS: Combat boots, field
jackets, camping supplies, Navy Pea
coats, bell bottom pants (denim wool
whites), London Bobby Capes, Spanish
HIPPIE FASH
Leather JaCketa
IONS Furs& Leather JACK & PAT’S
3RD HAND STORE 375 E Hedding
7036 Thornton ave
St. Si. Also
Newark. 10.5 Mon. Thurs. 10-6 Fri &
Sat

10 to 9:30 prn
9 to 5:30 urn
1230 to 5 pm

49 YAMAHA OT -1 1250 Endurol Low
&Silage. Great trails bike Highway
legal. Extra eqpt 1500 Cali Bob after 6
pm Toes, Thurs , Fri
Ski Boots, size 9, excellent con
dition Call 286 2749, Marge.
THE LIVING BED -The original and
only guaranteed HEATED waterbed_
By innerspace Environments. Don’t
be misled by Cold beds. Try our warm
king or queen kit Guar 10 yrs. With:
Bag, safety liner neater & auto control See at 1414 Searcy Dr. Si nr. Al
maden Expy 2655403 or in Okl. 743.
0360
WATERBEDS: From SW All sizes
inci Round & 709 Jumbo. Sexually
benel ic. Alive, Moving wyou, en
hancing your energies. Healthy, float
ing freely w perfect back support SO
YIN
YANG
you can sleep well
WATERBEDS can be seen at 201 Del.
mas Ave. 1 mi. from SJS on Park Ave.
Will trade waterbed for ??? Phone
anytime BUS 1263.
STEREO KLH MODEL Twenty, Gem
ard turntable, KLH FM Tuner, KLH
Mdl 17 spkrs Ask 5350. Must Sell 286
8747
SPINNING SUPPLIES
CARDERS,
spindles, natural dyes, raw fleece,
flax, Consignment goods. Warping
Blvd
material
72141
Mission
Hayward Call 538 6494
PUPPIES A CC
IRISH SETTER
MALES & FEMALES 6 weeks old 5100

Female roommate needed, own room,
570. So 4th & San Salvador Call Sari
2911095

Salesmen Wanted: to work into Sales.
Management Positions. 35 62 per cent
Comm Call 253 6101
Ask for Mr.
Panda

NEED FEMALE for immed. occu
pancy in 2 berm turn apt 00 67 5. 9th
ONLY $57 mo. Call 275.0596.

Don’t just talk about ecology do something about it! BESTLINE, offers
complete line of home cleaning pro
ducts, all biodegradable & phosphate
free, Use it yourself or help us distribute full Or part time a. earn high
commission, Call 258.3511 for informs
tion
Part Time or Full time sales, male or
female, 1303 part time guaranteed
Phone Mr. WOrkrnan 247 2900.
.1 6 al I. 1,11, Nh’

FOUND: FEMALE GERMAN SHE
PARD around San Carlos and 11th, on
31 Contact Nancy at 795 9588 Dog
recently had pups
FOUND Cash. Identify and claim Call
3490034
7 p m
12 p

MALE Clean Sleeping Rms. Quiet
295-6761 or 295-2355
near campus
Reasonably Priced!
ROOM -MEN Singles or embus For.
nace heat, wall to wall carpet. Quiet
406 So 11th Street
HOUSES
-STUDENT RENTALS.
FURNISHED AND UNFURNISHED
CLOSE TO CAMPUS, ALSO OUT
LYING AREAS AVAILABLE NOW!
RORFLLI REALTY 297-2410

Call /86.8876

VW COMPLETE TUNEUP 19 50 C
Parts, brakes, Cheap! AS .4 yrs eon.
Call Greg
297 5203

a, tsoldsclaw Motorcycle Trailer, 12"
wheels, single rail but will handle up to
3. Almost new 287 9343

1 Dorm Contracts for sale in Moulder
Hall Call Nancy or Sheri 01 294 4768 Or
come by rooms 109 & 115

VW BUG ’64 with AAA DiagnOStic
Report, 20,000 mi on engine, 5800 firm
287 3481 1416 Al Joe

LATEST ALBUMS played for taping
only 52 00 Two mo old Sony receiver,
Sony recorder, Bigson Guitar, casetter
recorder, Nikon F, Durst enlarger
most sell 209 5 14th St 286 1460 After

MALE OR FEMALE Dorm contract
No reasonable offer refused Call 867
9240 evenings

60 VW Dux paneling, carpeting, bed,
table. curtains, wide tires, new paint,
rebuilt engine 297 7016.
1955 VW black, new 1400 CC engine
brakes, tires. fast & clean, also new
holly bugspray carb & manifold. going
To Europe, 286 1440 MMMMM 5
66 VW Fresh engine 9 clutch. exhaust
extract. hevi duty shocks, brakes &
tires XLNT Pert mech, eel, int Out
standing car for coeds See to believe,
Call Dick at 794 9170 after 7 & week
ends

2 DEL BEDS (matt WY Wrings, I
frame) For Sale 1510 & $15) or trade
for couch Call 241-1041 or 186 3544
HONDA -1967, 305 Semi -Chopped, new
pistons & rings Good tires 1350. Call
261 5135 evenings and weekends
SCOTT 2605 Amplifier, 120 Clean, un
distorted watt, eaCellent COrid. Orig.
S300, now only S175 Call 275 0596.

Lip, House 2 Berm. 1 and one Third
bath turn for 4 girls a. dog
Avail
April I. 160 So 12th St
Santa Cruz, 170
BEACH MOUSE
weekly or 5140 monthly SleepS 6, Call
353 6304 or 2668340
1 bedroom furnished apt for rent 294
5545 after 1 pm 467 So 8th
I bdrm, apt. furnished 5125 my no
lease or contract 633 So 6th No 1 190
7456

I

ECOLOGY MINDED PEOPLE will be
a biode
glad to know that BASIC H
gradable phosphate and ultrate free
household cleaner is available to them
by calling their shakiee distributor at
752 4266

SALES PART-TIME 53.50 Per hour
72 year old fraternal organization ha,
opening for man to do service I
membership work. We offer complete
trawling, salary Or commissions, ex
penses pension prograrn, bonuses and
car plan Call Mr Mayo 93 at 243 1313
After 3 Call 3564924

RENT A TV OR STEREO NO Deposit,
Free Delivery, Free Service
Call
Esche’s 251 2598
ender
Typing-term papers, etc.,
ienced and fast Phone 269.0674
AUTO INSURANCE
MONTHLY
PAYMENTS NO one refusedAnnual
Liability Rates married or single age
24 & over 594, Married 21.24 5163
Single men 24 & under S250. Mr. Toll
241.3900.
STUDENT TYPING in my home Fast.
accurate, minor editing. Mrs. Beater
phone 244 6581
FAST ACCURATE,
Experienced
typist, can edit. Four miles frOm
campus. Mrs. Aslanian 298.4104.

Girls: turn 2 bedr0Orn apt
Ilk SJS
No Lease $140. 1 berm SIM. 451 5 10th
St 10 am
2 pm COO 1327
NMMT, NEEDED 27 yr old ir to
share quiet, clean, lure 2 berm apt
with clean, straight, non smoker, pipe
OK Pool $67 SO ea George 196 6980

EXPERIENCED THESIS TYPING
ELECTRIC Master’s
Reports Mutilations Marianne Tmberg, 1624
Harris Ave Call 1710390, San Jose.

Permanent Hair Removal. Face and
Body. Derlene M. Miller. RE.147 No,
Third, San JOS! 795 0995.
Jewelry . Custom design in cost gold
and silver. One of a kind wedding
bands & other things. Geo. Larlrnore
Old Town lin the back) 354-11404.
UNWANTED HAIR REMOVED PER
MANENTLY 235 E Santa Clara Stree
Rrn 513 Phone 294 4499.
fRANSPClitsi:
EUROPE, ISREAL, EAST AFRICA,
Student Travel Discounts, Official
S.O.F A
Representative for Infer
European student charter flights. Two
month Student Eurallpass S125. Three
weeks Camping
In Russia
and
Czechoslovakia $156. Five Weeks In
Spain, Portugal and Morocco 5230
London Capetown seven week African
Safari 5641 International Student 1.13.
Card Contact I.S.C.A. representative
Fred Black, 2536 Regent St Berkeley,
94704 Hours 4.6 pm. 14151 843 1857 or
LA office 12131 826 5669.
EUROPE
CHARTER
FLIGHTS.
Several schedules available from West
Coast to London, Amsterdam and
Frankfurt Winter flights 5250 to 5265
roundtrip or $150 oneway. Spring and
summer flights $260 to $325 roundtrIp
and $160 to $175 oneway Coordinator
Prof Margaret R Peal 247 Roycrof
Ave Long Bearh, 90403 213 4341 2179
Inquisitive wanderer needed to travel
With in Europe this summer; female
Linda. 265 4035 eve Sun. Thurs.
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TYPING -Term Papers, thesis, etc.
Experienced and reasonable. Satisfaction guaranteed. 294.3772.

atOliSlki

ROOMS111-mo. kitchen privileges
available 1 block from SJS, 155 So.
11th St Cell 395.4843
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CHECK A CLASSIFICATION

all IN MI MN

College Students: Respectable part
time sales on Commission basis. Will
train call collect 423 0915 or 175.9907

CLASSIFIED RATES

Reserve a placnior me in the
above Self -Defense course
in Please advise me when the next
Self -Defense course will begin
Name:
Address.
City:
Phone:
int MMMMMM wsw am

condition
Sacrifice

AUSTIN NEWLY SPRITE 64 CON
VERTIBLE rebuilt engine, ’67 trans,
new tires, Very good rend 5550 or best
offer. 286 1985 or 241 1998

701-7A Kings Row
(Near 10th & Gish)

111111

MMMMM

Austin Healy Sprite 44 Convertible,
rebult engine, 67 trans, new tires, very
good cond 1550 or best offer Call 266
1985 or 241 2999

3167 Meridian Avenue

Academy o4 Seli-Ociestse

PIZZA
PIZZA
PIZZA

QUALITY PRINTED -QUILTED FABRIC
1/2 Price plus additional 10%

NI

SAC

PRUNE VAR D

\

$2.50

Reg. up to $6

Spartan Daily Classifieds

"CROMWELLwith Richard Harris

4

S1.49

Re, $2.49

Air Conditioned - Park Free

Above All There Is...

4

$4.50

Reg. $7 to $10

AQT AT, M

(next to Fry’s Market)

f p irmi Moe 31, 1971
MI 4111

and "DIRTY

CINEMA150k2,4544,

Fur further information call
247 1444 or 287-6829

AND

starring

CARTER"
Micheal Caine

7 days a week from
7:00 p.m. -11:00 p.m.
295-9679 omarsroo

1054 STORY RD.

IA

ON ANY SMALL

25C

"GET

2600 El Gamma SANTA CLARA

4

,

Open Sundays 12:30 to 5

Now Playing...

Dorms, Frates, & Sororities Only

(1111

5
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RED BARN DELIVERS!

(Development not included)

Ii

March 16 & 17
7:00 & 9:00 p.m.
C.0
Loma Prieta Room

:Between Valley Fair and Emporium:

s292,6778

250 East Santa Clara

321-5574 Eves.

In

a

directed by Win Charelseere
ring Taylor him Sally Kokland
Frank Cayman. and TallY StOad,
troth Abbi Holiman and Ultia Vi011i

i FABRICS of TODAY

RED BARN

Call Ted

1101111aTible
WORTH,

7:30-10:00

prints loan album.

the
ThiL1tr06 1 en
1111elow Nes
B75 Link Amer
Sas jou, /Mese

S

IDONUTS St
COME St

receive 40 5 by 5 color

Friday’s Daily reported
that the staff of Reed, San
Jose State’s literary magazine, would donate profits
from the sale of the magazine to the Educational
Opportunity
Program
EOPi. This must be with
A.S. Council approval.
A proposal will hopefully
be submitted to the council
Wednesday to get the needed
permission to donate profits
to EOP, according to Steve
Mooney, Reed editor.

PURITAN
OIL CO.

schools. Cal won the NCAA
title last year, only to be
stripped of it later on for using an ineligible man.

RED BARN has 24
bigger hamburgers
than our ARCH RIVAL
ome in and compar

for only S95.00 and

uh, TIE

brandA

100% NYLON KNIT

...have a professionally

Retraction

29.9

Another top performer for
the Spartans, Mike Metz, did
not throw the javelin in
competition. Triple jumper
Adrian Porter also did not
perform.
SJS will travel north to
Berkeley Saturday to face
the Bears in what will be a
very important meet for both

photographed wedding

Spartans have faced this
season, won the meet with
151.10 points, followed by SJS
with 145.50 and Sacramento’s 137.35.
The highlight of the meet
was the capture of the allaround honors by Spartan
Joe Sweeney. He did it with
one of his best effortrs of the
season on the high bar, scoring a 9.10 to win that event
and total 50.30 points for the
meet.
"Sweeney is just great,"
commented coach Clair
Sweeney’s
Jennett
on
accomplishment. "That was
his best all-around effort of
the season."
Sweeney countered with
praise for the team. "I’m
glad we beat Sacramento.
The team effort was the high
point of the meet."
The other Spartan allaround men also did very
well with Jim Turpin placing
third in all-around competition while Mike Cooper
finished sixth. Turpin scored
45.95 while Cooper had 43.25
points.
The unfortunate dismount
of Ed Sparacino on the rings
caused the Spartan to lose
possibly his best score ever
in that event, his specialty.
"Ed might have scored in
the nines had he been able to
come through with a clean
dismount," added Jennett.
"It was one of the best routines I’ve ever seen him
perform." Sparacino injured
an ankle when he tumbled to
the ground in the dismount.
His performance was good
enough to score a 8.10.

Ethel

SUNDSTEN STRONG
Without a helpful wind,
Chuck Sundsdten, Spartan
co-captain, won the long
jump with a 24-71-2 leap.
Teammate Gary Moody was
right behind him at 23-834.
The Spartans dominated
the pole vault, placing
second, third and fourth,
behind winner Sam Caruthers, an SJS performer
last year but unattached this
season. Vic Dias and Bob
Richards jumped 16-0 while
Frank Rock cleared 15-6.
Caruthers won at 16-6.
Len Gaskill won the first
440 -intermediate hurdles
heat for the Spartans at 53.0
while Errol Dolphin ran his
best-ever time of 55.0 to
win the second heat for SJS
In the high jump Spartan

Willie Crawford won with a
6-7 jump followed by Reggie
Morris’ 6-2 leap for second
place.
Uncontested George Carty
won the 120-high hurdles at
14.2 followed by Gaskill at
14.7 in the first heat. Caruthers won the second heat at
14.4.
The SJS relay team of
Black, Marshall, Jim Love
and Dees won the mile relay
at 3:15.4.
The only race that
involved Spartan spring
stars Billie Gaines and Kirk
Clayton never really got
started. Gaines opened the
440 relay while Clayton was
scheduled to anchor the
team. In the first handoff to
Carty, SJS was disqualified
for running out of the zone.

PLANNING ON
MARRIAGE!

Gymnasts Place
Second in Meet
In one of the stronger team
efforts of the season for the
Spartan gymnastics squad,
fans saw SJS place second
behind the Air Force
Academy and ahead of
Sacramento State in a
meet Saturday in the
Spartan Gym.
The Air Force, one of the
strongest
teams
the

came through with a strong
47.5, only to lose to Kermit
Rayless who ran an excellent
early season time of 46.9.
Bayless, from CSH, also won
the 220 in 21.6.
Maury Greer, Spartan
two-miler, won the mile in
4:14.6. He was followed by
teammates Mark Evans,
4:18.0, and Gary Rezowalli,
4:18.8, for second and third.

-New Yorker

other."

Phone
C148C11. MINIfT ORDER, OR
11611 COLLC1, CALIF.

LW JOY
(R)
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